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**About the Book**

Steve loves his baby brother, Theo, but Theo is not well. Steve’s parents take Theo to the hospital almost every day, but they don’t talk to Steve about what is wrong with him. As Steve becomes more worried about Theo, he begins to dream about a wasp queen who says she can fix the baby. Every night the queen comes to Steve in a dream and tells him about events that are going to happen; she reassures him that the baby will be okay.

In the beginning, the queen makes Steve feel better, but, eventually, Steve begins to confuse reality with his dreams. As the situation with Theo’s health intensifies, Steve’s dream world comes crashing down—just as his reality comes into focus.

**Discussion Questions**

1. Why does Steve think that the flying insects who come to him in his dreams are angels? What type of insect are they?

2. Why is Steve so worried about his baby brother? What is his concern?

3. Why does Nicole name the mysterious caller Mr. Nobody? Why isn’t the family concerned about the stranger who repeatedly calls them?

4. Why does Steve’s father have to take him to the hospital? What is Steve’s reaction to his experience?

5. Why is Steve afraid when the knife guy knocks on the door? What does the knife guy leave on the porch?

6. How does the queen wasp communicate to Steve? Where is her nest?

7. What does the queen tell Steve about the wasp Vanessa caught in a jar to study? Why does it upset Steve?

8. Why do the wasps swarm Steve when he is on the ladder? Why do they leave him alone once he begins climbing down?
9. How do Steve’s parents react when he tells them about the dreams he is having? What does Steve agree to do?

10. Why does Steve quit talking to his imaginary friend, Henry? What does he miss most about Henry?

11. How does Steve feel about his baby brother, Theo? Why does Steve feel guilty about his attitude toward Theo?

12. What does Dr. Brown tell Steve about the dreams he is having? How does that knowledge help Steve when he has another dream?

13. What does Vanessa tell Steve about her own brokenness to try to make him understand that Theo might someday be okay?

14. What emotional issues does Steve possess that have contributed to his confusion between his dreams and reality?

15. What does the queen want Steve to say yes to? If Steve says yes to her, what is he agreeing to do? Why does he feel sad after he says yes?

16. After Steve makes a big deal about destroying the wasp nest, why does he change his mind and decide he wants it to stay there? What does he tell his father?

17. How does Mr. Nobody help Steve? What kinds of things does he say to Nicole? Who is Mr. Nobody?

18. What part of Steve’s dream is reality and what part is a dream? How does Steve finally determine what is real?

19. How does Steve react when the wasps start coming into the house? How does he attempt to keep the wasps out of the house and away from him and Theo?

20. In what ways does Mr. Nobody help save Steve’s and Theo’s lives?

21. How does Steve finally kill the queen? How does she attempt to kill Steve?

22. How is Steve brought back from the dead?

23. How does Steve find reassurance about the reality of his dreams once the exterminator tells him that he has only seen that kind of wasp once, and after Steve finds the fingernail in the remains of the empty nest?
24. How does the title relate to each of the characters in the book? What type of nest does each main character create for themselves?

25. A major theme in the novel is people’s unhealthy obsession with perfection. How does The Nest comment on how we decide, as people, who is worthy of love, and even life?

**Enrichment Activities**

**Wasps Alive**
Have students investigate and list the different types of wasps and their characteristics. Then have students create a chart showing the life cycle of each type of wasp. Underneath the depiction of each stage of the life cycle, students should identify the stage, explain what occurs in that stage, and indicate the time it takes for the wasp to pass from one stage to another. Have students post their charts in the classroom, in science classrooms, or in the school library.

**Create a Poster or Brochure**
Steve suffers from anxiety and possesses characteristic traits of obsessive compulsive disorder. Divide students into small groups and assign each group one of the above topics. Have students investigate the symptoms, treatments, and prognosis of their selected medical issue and then write and illustrate an informative brochure or poster to place in the school counselor’s office.

**Wasp Nests! How Big Can They Grow?**
The wasp nest in Steve’s house is huge, filling fifty garbage bags. Investigate the possibility of a giant wasp nest infesting a house. Have students work with a partner to find an example and to collect information pertaining to the history behind the giant nest and how it was removed. In addition, have students collect as much of the following information as possible: location of the wasp nest, names of people involved in the story, human injuries, and other specifics. Have students work with their partner to write and illustrate a newspaper article about the giant wasp nest and its removal. Students should include as many specifics from the actual situation as possible, but use their creativity to “fill in the blanks,” as necessary. Create groups of eight students each, and have each group share their newspaper articles and post the articles and illustrations in the classroom.
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